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Arguments About Abortion Kate Greasley
Arguments About Abortion: Personhood, Morality, and Law is a book published in 2017 by Kate Greasley, a British
lawyer. This book took me by surprise as I didn’t hear about it until earlier this year. It also seems to have slipped
under the radar, having only one review at the time of this review’s writing on Amazon and none on Goodreads.
However, I would say, without exaggeration, that ...
Arguments about Abortion - Paperback - Kate Greasley ...
With an extended analysis of the moral and legal status of abortion, Kate Greasley offers an alternative account to
the reputable arguments of Ronald Dworkin and Judith Jarvis Thomson and instead brings the philosophical notion
of 'personhood' to the foreground of this debate.
Kate Greasley, Arguments about Abortion: Personhood ...
The scholars of the contemporary academic abortion debate can be divided into three groups: those who believe
abortion is immoral because the fetus has moral status; those who believe abortion is permissible even if the fetus
has moral status; and
Arguments about Abortion: Personhood, Morality and Law ...
With an extended analysis of the moral and legal status of abortion, Kate Greasley offers an alternative account to
the reputable arguments of Ronald Dworkin and Judith Jarvis Thomson and instead brings the philosophical notion
of ‘personhood’ to the foreground of this debate. Structured in three parts, the book will (I) consider the relevance
of prenatal personhood for the moral and legal ...
Dr Kate Greasley publishes Abortion Rights For and Against ...
Kate Greasley. How did you come to be an academic? I studied law as an undergraduate and, like most people
who take that degree, assumed at the beginning that this would lead to my working in legal practice. Once more
deeply into it, I felt sure that practice wasn’t for me. I was fairly good at studying (good enough, anyway!), so I
decided to stay on and complete a Masters degree and buy ...
Dr Kate Greasley - Hertford College | University of Oxford
Arguments about Abortion: Personhood, Morality, and Law Kate Greasley Abstract. Does the morality of abortion
depend on the moral status of the human fetus? Must the law of abortion give an answer to the question about
exactly when personhood begins? Can a law which permits late abortion but not infanticide be morally justified?
These are just some of the questions this book sets out to ...
Arguments about Abortion: Personhood, Morality, and Law ...
Greasley, Kate. Arguments about Abortion: Personhood, Morality, and Law.Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017.
Pp. 250. $75.00 (cloth); $29.95 (paper).
What Should Abortion Argument Be About? - Oxford Scholarship
"Arguments about Abortion: Personhood Morality and Law, written by Kate Greasley" published on 23 Aug 2019 by
Brill.
Arguments about Abortion: Personhood, Morality, and Law ...
Kate Greasley examines not just the argument for and against abortion – she discusses a wide range of seemingly
peripheral issue, each highly important on its own. These include ‘When is an early human being worthy of strong
moral protection? When, if ever, is it justifiable to end life of another human being? And do we possess the
fundamental right to life merely in virtue of being ...
Kate Greasley, Arguments About Abortion: Personhood ...
Greasley begins the central argumentative part of her essay in favor of abortion rights by conceding what she calls
the "silver bullet," namely that "if the fetus is a person, equivalent in value to a born human being, then abortion is
almost always morally wrong and legal abortion permissions almost entirely unjustified" (5).
Abortion Rights: For and Against by Kate Greasley ...
With an extended analysis of the moral and legal status of abortion, Kate Greasley offers an alternative account to
the reputable arguments of Ronald Dworkin and Judith Jarvis Thomson and instead brings the philosophical notion
of 'personhood' to the foreground of this debate.
Amazon.com: Arguments about Abortion: Personhood, Morality ...
With an extended analysis of the moral and legal status of abortion, Kate Greasley offers an alternative account to
the reputable arguments of Ronald Dworkin and Judith Jarvis Thomson and instead brings the philosophical notion
of 'personhood' to the foreground of this debate.
Abortion Rights by Kate Greasley - cambridge.org
With an extended analysis of the moral and legal status of abortion, Kate Greasley offers an alternative account to
the reputable arguments of Ronald Dworkin and Judith Jarvis Thomson and instead brings the philosophical notion
of "personhood" to the foreground of this debate.
Arguments About Abortion | TORCH | The Oxford Research ...
Pris: 329 kr. E-bok, 2017. Laddas ned direkt. Köp Arguments about Abortion av Kate Greasley på Bokus.com.
Arguments about Abortion: Personhood, Morality, and Law ...
Kate Greasley is a Lecturer in Law at University College London. She is the author of Arguments About Abortion:
Personhood, Morality, and Law (2017). Christopher Kaczor is Professor of Philosophy at Loyola Marymount
University, California. His publications include A Defense of Dignity (2013) and The Ethics of Abortion (2nd edition,
2015). show more
Arguments about Abortion - bides.de
With an extended analysis of the moral and legal status of abortion, Kate Greasley offers an alternative account to
the reputable arguments of Ronald Dworkin and Judith Jarvis Thomson and instead brings the philosophical notion
of 'personhood' to the foreground of this debate. Structured in three parts, the book will (I) consider the relevance of
prenatal personhood for the moral and legal ...
Arguments about abortion: personhood, morality, and law by ...
Greasley, Kate. Arguments about abortion. (OCoLC)971970586: Material Type: Document, Internet resource:
Document Type: Internet Resource, Computer File: All Authors / Contributors: Kate Greasley. Find more
information about: ISBN: 9780191821059 0191821055 9780191079399 0191079391: OCLC Number: 979423733:
Description: 1 online resource (ix, 269 pages) Contents: What should abortion argument be ...
Kate Greasley Arguments about Abortion Personhood ...
Kate Greasley has written a lively and lucid book which considers all the pertinent questions anent the abortion
debate, perhaps the most emotionally charged debate in history. She considers arguments for and against, counter
examples and their use in argument, thought experiments, common sense, principles, definitions, punctualist and
gradualist theories, range properties, abortion procedures ...
The ethics of abortion - Dr Kate Greasley - 19/10/2017
Greasley, Kate. Arguments about abortion : personhood, morality, and law / Kate Greasley Oxford University Press
Oxford ; New York, NY 2017. Australian/Harvard Citation. Greasley, Kate. 2017, Arguments about abortion :
personhood, morality, and law / Kate Greasley Oxford University Press Oxford ; New York, NY. Wikipedia Citation.
Please see Wikipedia's template documentation for further ...
Arguments about Abortion: Personhood, Morality, and Law ...
Buy Arguments about Abortion by Kate Greasley from Waterstones today! Click and Collect from your local
Waterstones or get FREE UK delivery on orders over £20.
Arguments About Abortion - Greasley Kate | Libro Oxford ...
Arguments about Abortion - häftad, Engelska, 2017. Författare: Kate Greasley. 306 kr. Skickas inom 5-7 vardagar
Fri frakt från 169 kr för privatpersoner. Beskrivning. Does the morality of abortion depend on the moral status of the
human fetus? Must the law of abortion presume an answer to the question of when personhood begins? Can a law
which permits late abortion but not infanticide be ...
Abortion Rights by Greasley, Kate (ebook)
Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2017. isbn. 0198766785
Kate Greasley Arguments about Abortion Personhood ...
This article is an expanded version of chapter 1 of Kate Greasley, Arguments about Abortion: Personhood,
Morality, and Law (2017). Recommend this journal Email your librarian or administrator to recommend adding this
journal to your organisation's collection.

Arguments About Abortion Kate Greasley
The most popular ebook you must read is Arguments About Abortion Kate Greasley. I am sure you will love the
Arguments About Abortion Kate Greasley. You can download it to your laptop through easy steps.
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